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We first prove the consistency of: there is a universal graph of power K, < 2Ko = 2’1= K,. The 
consistency of the non-existence of a universal graph of power X, is trivial. Add K, Cohen 
generic reals. We then show that we can have 2’0 = K,< 2x I, and get similar results for other 
cardinals. 
1. A universal graph in X1 < 2”0 
In this section we shall concentrate on the simplest case. Notice that a graph G 
is just a pair (A, R), A a set, R a symmetric and reflexive two place relation on it. 
1.1. Theorem. Suppose Vk2”n = X1 and 2” - I- KZ. Then for some forcing notion P 
of power X2, in VP, 2’0 = 2’1= X2 and there is a universal graph of power X1. 
Proof. The proof is broken to stages, 
1.2. Preliminary Forcing. For some forcing notion P, (P( =X2, P satisfying the 
K2-C.C. is proper and in V, = VP, there is a set !?I = {A, : a E q] of X2 subsets of q, 
such that: 
(a) A # B ~‘8 implies A n B is finite. 
(b) Each A E% is a stationary subset of ol. 
Note that Kv = K, for every a, (2’-)“a = (2’-)” + K2. 
Proof. First we can force stationary B, E w1 (a < OJ such that B, rl BP is counta- 
ble for a! # fi (e.g. force O,,). Next use a forcing of Baumgartner on (B, : a < w2): 
(A) A condition is a finite set of atomic conditions with no three contradicting. 
(B) An atomic condition is: 
(I) [i E A,] where i E B,, Q <w, or 
(II) A, n A, s w where w is finite, (Y # p. 
(C) Three atomic conditions are contradictory if they have the form i E&, 
iEAp, A,nA,sw where ikw. 
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1.3. General Description. We shall define a finite support iteration of forcing 
notions saisfying the C.C.C. d = (P,, Q, : a <w2). Q. forces a graph (or, R,), which 
shall be a universal graph of power 8,. We shall define the Q, by induction on a 
(together with some auxilliary things), and will have to prove that it satisfies the 
C.C.C. 
In stage a! >O we will have a Pa-name R, so that Il-, “(or, R) is a graph” and 
in Vz=, Q, will force an embedding fa of the graph (wr, R) into the graph 
(or, R,). It is known that we can take care that every P,-name of a graph on or, 
appears as (or, R,) for some a.<02. 
The problem is, of course, that the various f, may give contradicting demands 
on (or, R,). In order to avoid this as much as possible we shall make the f,‘s such 
that for /3 <(Y (Rangf,) fl (Rang f,) is finite. It is reasonable to demand that 
“Rang fu E A,“. 
1.4. The full inductive delhition. We let 
Q. = {(w, r): w a finite subset of or, 
r a reflexive symmetric two-place relation on w}. 
The order on Q,, is: q r < q2 iff q1 is a submodel of q2. 
Now F will be a function which for each finite support iteration @ = 
(P,, Q, : LY <r), F(@) is a P,-name of a graph (ol, R). Let h be a large enough 
regular cardinal. 
Now for each (Y > 0, we let (or, K) = F((P,, Qa : p <a)), and we shall define 
(N,,i : i <WI), and Q,. 
First let (N,,, : i <q) be an increasing continuous sequence of countable 
elementary submodels of (H(X)“=, E ) such that 
O’p, Qfi :P ~4, (% &A (A, : p <02) belong to Na,O, 
(hence A, E N&, and CY + 1 c lJi<o, Napi. Note this is done in V,, SO (N,,, : i < 0) E 
V, and even ((Na,i : i <or): p <a) E V,. 
Note that &(i)dsf N,,i no1 is always a limit ordinal and (L(i) : i -C q> is 
increasing continuous. As & is a stationary subset of ol, {i : i = L,(i) E &} is 
stationary. So w.1.o.g. &(i)~& for every non-limit i <co,. We let Ah= 
{&(i+l): i<w,} and note that A&E V,. 
Now we come to the main point: defining Q, (in VP): 
(A) A member of Q, will consist of finitely many atomic conditions (see B) 
with no two of them explicitly contradictory (see (C)). 
(B) There are two kinds of atomic conditions: 
(I) f,(i) = j where i < j, j E A&, and \A;n(i, j)l <X0 (or if you want, the 
sequence (a, 0, i, j), is a condition). 
(II) i 6 Range f,. 
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(C) We shall have to say when two atomic conditions are explicitly contradic- 
tory; this occurs just in one of the following three cases: 
((Y) One-to-one: f,(iJ =ji and f,(iz) =j2 
when ii # iz, j1 = j2 or ii = 6, ii # j2. 
(/3) Embedding: f,(iJ = jl and f, (h) = j2 
when V~-t=“ilRcri2= ljlRoj2”. 
(y) Range: f,(i) = j and jb Rangf,. 
The order is inclusion. 
Explanations. A; n (i, j) should be finite in order that Q, satisfies the C.C.C. Each 
i <wl should have only countably many possible images. Why in (B)(I), j E A&? 
for reasons similar to those in the club method (see [l]). 
1.5. Q, gives au embedding. We want to prove (in V,‘-) that 11, “(oi, &) is 
embeddable into (oi, RJ”. We have a natural name for exemplifying this: f, 
(defined by f,(i) = j iff u,(i) = j] belongs to the generic subset of Q,). It is (forced 
to be) an embedding by 1.4(C)(@). But we should still prove that for every i < wl, 
“i c Dom f “. This is equivalent to proving that for every q E Qa for some 
I?UXf,(i) =jl?e 0, ( assuming q itself has no such member). By 1.4(B)(I) we 
have countably many candidates: 
B={jEA&:j>i,(i,j)nA& is finite}. 
Now 1.4(C)(a) disqualifies finitely many of them: those j s.t. (3il # i)cf,(iJ = j]e 
q, and also 1.4(C)(y) disqualifies finitely many j’s: those j s.t. cf$ Rangf, Jg q. 
What about 1.4(C)(p)? As B E V, (as A&E V,, (A?,,, : i <WJE V,), by the defini- 
tion of Qo, infinitely many j E B satisfy this so we finish the proof of 1.5. 
Now the rest of the proof is dedicated to proving that Q, satisfies the c.c.c., or 
what is equivalent, that P,+i satisfies the C.C.C. For this we shall derive more 
detailed information on Qort1 (using the fact that all Qa, p <(Y, were defined in a 
way similar to that of Q,). 
1.6. Nice dense subsets of P,+l. Remember that 
Ps = {p : p a finite function with domain c /3 and p(y) 
a P,-name of a member of Q,, for y E Dom p} 
(and for r+! Dom p we let p(y) = 8). Let 
0: = {p E Pp : for each y E Dom p, p(y) is an actual finite 
set of atomic conditions}. 
Note that not every function p with domain a finite subset of p, p(y) a finite set 
of atomic conditions of the forms mentioned in 1.4(B), is in DE, we need 
P r Y IF, “p(y) E Q,” for each y E Dom p. 
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1.7. Dehition. Dk={p :p is a finite function with domain ~0 and for y E 
Dom p, p(y) satisfies the demand for p(y)~Q, in 1.4(A),(B),(C) except that 
“there are no two atomic conditions in p(y) which are explicitly contradictory by 
1.4(C)(P)“). 
For p E Db, yg Dom p, let p(y) = 8. 
We define an order on 0;: 
p Sr iff for every y p(y) c r(y). 
1.8. Fact. (1) 0: is a dense subset of Pe. 
(2) On 0; n Pp the orders of PP and of 0; coincide. 
(3) For PE D& PE D”p i# for every y~Domp and cf,(iJ=jJ, [f,(iJ=jJ in 
P(Y) 
P r rlt-, “ilIZ.& ifl jlROjZ” 
(prove p 1 y E I’, by induction). 
(4) If pEDb, wEDomp then p r WED;. 
1.9. Fact. If p’, p2~ Dz, and for every y~DomplUDom p2, p’(y)sp2(y) or 
p2(y) G P’(Y), then p1 vp2~ D”p where (p’ vp2)(y) = p’(y) u p2(r) for y E 
Dom p1 U Dom p2. 
Now we continue with 
1.10. Definition. For y ~a., q E Q,, and 6 < o1 we let, if y > 0 
4 C”l={[f,(i)=j]:[fv(i)=j]~q and for some E<w~, j<&;(E)GS} 
U{b$Rangf,]:[j$Rangf,]Eq and for some &<ml, j<&(e)S6j 
q(‘) = qcsl U {b+! Rang f,] : b$ Rang f,] E q} 
If y = 0, q@) = q[*l = q 1 6, i.e., if q = (w, r), then 
4 @I=(w ns, r 1 (W ns)). 
1.11. Definition. (1) For p E P,, and limit 6 <w,, let pcsl be a function with 
domain Dom p and pcs’(r) = (p(r))‘*‘. 
(2) We define p@’ similarly. We can make those definitions even for p E 0;. 
1.12. Fact. (1) For any y > 0 limit 6 and q E Q,, q’*’ = @ or for some E, q’*’ = qcs-+‘““. 
(2) If P E Difl, E <ml, then (P”~(~)’ 1 bL I) E &. 
(3) If p E Dg, 6 <ml, then p@‘~ 0; and p@) E 0;. 
(4) P csl<p(s)~p (in 0;). 
(5) If p E DE, p G r E Db, r = r@), r[“S p, then r E Dg. 
1.13. De-on. Let Dp ={p E DE:for every limit 6 -=Cwl, p@‘~ Dop). 
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1.14. The Crucial Claim. Do is a dense subset of Pp (for /3 <a! + 1) 
Proof. We prove this by induction on p. For p = 0 there is nothing to prove, the 
case @ is limit is trivial as we are dealing with a finite support iteration. Also the 
case /3 = 1 is clear (as Q. is so simple). Hence w.l.o.1. p = y + 1, y > 0. 
So suppose p E P’ and we shall find p’ 2 p, p’c Do. First by Fact 1.8(l) there is 
~12 P> PI E D$> second, by the induction hypothesis, there is r E D,, r 3 p1 1 y. As 
pI~Dg, by 1.12(l), there are n, 0=6,<S,<--.<&<o,, &,...,&,E 
{t,(i) : i <q} U (0) such that for every limit 6, for some 1 =G ~1, 6 2 iS1 and pI(r)[“’ = 
P,(Y) . [‘[’ We now define by induction on 1 s n + 1, r, E D, such that: 
(*) r. = r, rl+l arr,, and r-i?‘, It-, “p,(y)cs~‘~ Q,,“. 
If we succeed we shall finish to prove the main claim: plvrntl is as required: for 
each limit 6 choose 1 as above (i.e., 6 s&, p,(y)“‘= pl(r)C”ll), so 
rp2I II, “p,(y)“[‘~Q,” but rp$l ~rpj~ (see end of 1.4), hence 
r?J, It, “pI(r)c”l= pI(y)“[‘~ Q ” Y ’ 
but rn+l ED,, hence r?J,“!, E Dz, hence rc,“!, v p:“’ E Dt+l, as required. So we have 
proved r,+Ivpl~Dy+l. 
So for proving the crucial claim we just have to do induction step in proving (*): 
assume r, is as required and we shall define rl+l. This is the heart of rhe matter. 
For 1= 0 there is nothing to prove as pi(r)‘“‘= 8. So let 1 > 0. 
Let E be such that &(E) = 6,. So rp[’ r JNY,E) belong to N,,, (see 1.12(2)) though 
it does not necessarily belong to D”,. Also pl((-y)C”~‘~N,,,. Let 
I = {r E P, : r E D,, and either r kpy “pl(y)“[’ satisfies 1.4(C)(@)” 
or r ltpy “p,(r)‘“~’ fail 1.4(C)(p)“} 
Clearly I is a dense subset of P.,, and also clearly I E N,,,. As P, satisfies the c.c.c., 
I n NY,= is a predense subset of P,. Hence there is r”~ I II NT,+ compatible with r,, 
hence there is rl+l E D,, r, Sr,,, and rO~rl+l. By the definition of I, as rl sr,,,, 
r”lt-“p,(y)C41 satisfies 1.4(C)(p)“. Hence by 1.8(3) r” It, b‘pI(y)rs~‘~ Q,“, but 
r”G r[?i, so we finish. 
1.15. Main Lemma. P,,, satisfies the C.C.C. 
Proof. Let pi E P,,, for i <ml, and for i # j, pi, pi are not compatible, and we shall 
eventually derive a contradiction. Clearly we can replace (pi : i <w,) by (pf : i <oJ 
if pi 2 pi, and by (pi : i E A) (if A E q, IAl = KJ. We shall use this freely. 
W.l.0.g. for every i: 
(4 Pi E Da+l- 
(b) 0 E Dom pi. 
(c) If p # y E Dom pi, j E AL fl A:, then i belongs to the universe of pi (0). 
(4 If [j$ Rang fel E pi(p) or [f,(~) = i] E pi(p) for some p or F, then i belongs 
to the universe of p,(O). 
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(e) If [fp(&) = j] E p,(p) and j1 E A;, E < j1 < j, then j1 belongs to the universe of 
Pi(O). 
(f) If j belongs to the universe of p,(O) and p E Dom pi, then b$ Rang f@] E 
Pi(P) or (3~)(iYp(E)=jl~Pi(P))~ 
We can easily find i(*) < j(*) such that, for some 6, 
P!Fij = Pi(*), PfT-!j I (Dam Pi(*)) s pi(*). 
By 1.9, pic*,vp~~$~ED~+l. Let w =o:for some y, i, [f,(i)= j]Epi(+(Y)}, and 
(w - S) U {F} = {S(I) : E < k}. So 6(l) is increasing. 6(O) = 6. 
We shall define by induction on I s k, r, such that: 
(A) r, E D:+l, r, is increasing, and r, 2 pit+ 
(B) r, = rp(‘)‘. 
(C) pit!:” G r,. 
Clearly if we succeed, then r, is spice,, pit*, (and rk E Dz+1 E p,+l), so pi(*), pi(*) are 
compatible, so we prove the C.C.C. 
Case I: I = 0. We have already said that 6(O) = 6, and pic+vpiF?, E Dz+l. 
Case II. Defining for 1 + 1, assuming r, is defined (satisfying (A), (B), (C)) there 
are finitely many @ ~Dom pi<*, such that for some j [f,(j) = ~(E)]E pi&3). Let 
those p’s be &,> * . * > &m~l~-l and let jl,, be such that [~~,,,(j~,,) = a(Ol~ Pj(*,(P)* 
Note that jl+ is unique (by 1.4(C)(p)), and j,,, <6(l). Let .$p,,J~l,m) = 6(1) (there is 
a unique such Ed,,). 
What are the requirements on rt+l ? By (C) we inherit some ‘soft’ demands: 
atomic conditions of type II, and pit,,(O) [s(‘+l)l but also hard ones: the ,
cf,,,,(j,,,) = S(l)]. Our strategy will be as follows: we extend rl to r{ preserving it 
‘below 6(l)‘, so that we ‘know’ 
R,,_ I {E : (3)(lYp,,m(~) = il E rl)) U cid-. 
Now we add the ‘hard’ atomic conditions and corresponding condition to the 
Q-coordinate so that 1.4(C)(p) is satisfied, then we take care of the ‘soft’ 
demands. 
Let 6(1) = ,$p,.,(~t,,). So now we define by induction on m =z m(l) a condition r,,, 
such that: 
(a) rl,O = rl, rl,m+l a r,,,, and rl,, 6 Dz+l. 
(0) r,,, = $:‘)I. 
(Y) r,,m+l r &,, forces the value of R,,,_ r wl,, where 
wl,, = {i : (3)([fp,,_(9 = il E bl ULJ. 
(6) h,, r (Ph a + 1) = rh+l r [Ph a + 1). 
For m = 0, rl,O = r, is as required. Suppose r,,, is defined as required, m < m(l). 
Let 
I,,,,, = {P E PO,., : P E De,.,> p forces a value to R,,._ 1 wl,, 
and either p 2 q, r \N,,,_,,,_( or p has no 
extension satisfying this}. 
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Clearly I,,, is a dense subset of PP,,,. Also I[,,, E NBLmELm (as the relevant 
parameters belong to it: wI,,, as a finite set of ordinals G(1) = Sp,.,(+,,)). AS PBI,_ 
satisfies the C.C.C. (as &,, <a>, I,,,, n N,,,_,,_ is a predense subset of P,,,_, hence 
there is p = p’,‘” E I;,,, n N,,,_,,,_ which is compatible with r,,,: clearly p 2 
rl,?n r IN,,.&,.,J~ 
So p, r,,, 1 &,, has a common upper bound, hence a common upper bound in 
D,,._, hence has one r{,,+l E Do,,,, (r;,,+l)rs(f)l = r;,,,+l. Now rl,m+l dsf r,,, v ri,m+l 
is as required. 
So rl,m([) is defined and we can define rl+l: its domain is Dom rl,m(l) U 
kL : m ==I m(l)}. 
For Y >O, iltl(r) = rl.,,,dy) U ~jd~)‘~~‘~‘)‘. 
For y = 0, r1+1(0) is a model extending r,,o,(0), pi(*j(0)[S(ftl)‘. Its universe is 
their union, and 
(*) 
We should now only clarify why is this legitimate. 
Point (i). Why rl+,(0) is well defined? I.e., a priory we may have two conflicting 
demands on the truth value of j,R&. We have three sources of such demands: 
r,,,&O), pj(*)(0)Cs(1+1)‘9 and (*). The first two do not contradict as r,,,&O) = r\$‘&‘j 
whereas pj~*~(0)LscL” c r, (0) c rl ,,,cl,(0). Also (*) cannot contradict r,,,&O) as r,,,(,, 
(0) = r,,, f,(0)c”““. So what about a contradiction between (*) and pjc,,(0)[s”‘l”? 
This is possible only if (with (*) notation) j1 is in the universe of pj(*j(0)[s(‘i’)3, 
hence of pjc*,(O)‘“““, by (d) also 6(1) belongs to the universe of pjc*,(O), so by (fl) as 
P\%!:“~ rl,m(f), il< S(l) = s$~,,_(Q,~), clearly k,.,(Q = iI1 E Pj(*)(Sl,m)> so no con- 
tradictions arise. 
We still have the possibility of a contradiction between two instances of (*). But 
for m (1) # m(2), AP,.,,1, n &,.,cz, is included in the universe of pjc,,(0) (by (c)), so 
this is impossible too. 
Point (ii). Why rltl(S) @>O) satisfies 1.4(C)(a)? (one-to-oneness)? The only 
problem possible is p = &,,, ’ and h- SOme I, Cfp,,,h,,) = ile rl,m(l), but as pi(*) 
satisfies (e) and (b) and p#” s rl,mclj this is impossible. (Note that for k, < kZ, 
necessarily bl,k, & No, + r2, hence rl,, t&k) = rl t&k).) 
Point (iii). Why r[+,(P) (S > 0) satisfies 1.4(C)(@)? All our constructions of q,, 
r,,, were done to satisfy this. 
Point (iv). Why rt+l(p) (/3>0) satisfies 1.4(C)(y)? Trivial. 
Point (v). Why p$$+‘“C rl+l, rltl = ris+(:i’)l? Trivial too. 
2. Generalizations 
In 2.1 we use a forcing of Baumgartner: there may be 2’1 subsets of K, each of 
power X1, with finite intersection of any two. In 2.2 we prove a slight strengthen- 
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ing of Baumgartner [5, 6.11. In 2.4 we prove for any K = K<~ we can have 2” 
arbitrary large and there is a universal graph in every A E [K, 2”). 
2.1. Theorem. (1) In 1.1 we can get such a model with 2Ko = K2, 2”t arbitrary. 
(2) Really also any value for 2”~) is O.K. 
Proof. Starting with V satisfying CH, 2”~ arbitrary, the only difficult point in the 
proof of 1.1 is that we have too many (2K~ which maybe >X,) graphs on ol. 
However we do not need to explicitly force an embedding of any such graph into 
(ol, R,). It is enough if in each VP (cy <02) we can find K2 such graphs (ol, R,,,) 
(y < w2) so that any other one can be embedded into one of them, and take care 
that any such IQ, appear (up to isomorphism) among the &‘s. Why is this 
possible? In VP, 2’0 = tc2, hence there is an X,-saturated graph of power HZ, say 
(wZ, Rz). Clearly any graph of power <X1 (in VP) can be embedded into 
(w2, Rz), hence into some (/3, Rz 1 6). So {(p, Rz 1 0): o1 GP <w,} is a list of 
graphs of power rC1 as required. 
(2) We use that, if P satisfies the c.c.c., then any set of ordinals in VP is a 
subset of some set of ordinals in V with the same power. If cf(2’0) =K1, the 
iteration will have length (2’~l)“’ x w2 (ordinal multiplication). 
2.2. Lemma. Suppose p > K are regular. Then we can define a forcing notion R, 
and P-names A, (a <CL) such that 
(a) kp “A, g p”. 
(b) It, “for CY# 0, A, n A, has power <K”. 
(c) itp “for any CL!, and any 6 -=C p of cofinality >K, {y -=C 6 : cf y = K, y E &} is a 
stationary subset of 6”. 
(d) P is K-complete, lP( < P<~“. 
(e) If h <p is regular, hCA = h, then h+ is not collapsed by P, moreover any set 
A E VP of ordinals of power <h is included in some B E VP, of power <A. 
Proof. We shall first define atomic conditions of various kinds: 
Kind 0: igA, (i<p,a<p). 
Kind h (K s A S p): A, fl A, c W where WE p is a set of power <A, or i E Ai. 
So p is of kind A, O< A <A,, implies p is of kind A,. 
Now for a set p of atomic conditions let p/A be the set of atomic conditions in p 
which are of kind zero or kind A. Let for A1 <A,, p 1 (A,, AZ) = p/AZ-p/A,. 
Now we define the forcing notion: 
P = {p : p is a set of atomic conditions, Ip/A) < A whenever K S A s CL, A 
regular, and p contains no three contradicting conditions} 
where three atomic conditions are contradictory if they have the form i E &, 
iEAp, &flA,cWwhere i&W. 
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The order on P is defined by: 
psq iff pcq and [A,nA,c WJEq-p with 
1 WI\ 3 K implies that WI includes 
U{W:IWI~lW1l, and for some (or, /3r [A, I-IA,, c W] E p]. 
So now we shall prove that P satisfies the requirement. The P-name A, is of 
course {i < p : [i E A_] belong to some condition in the generic set}. 
Requirement a: IFp “4 c j_~“. Trivial. 
Requirement b: For (Y # p < EL, ll-p “I%, fl Aal < K”. It is enough to prove that 
for any p E P there is a set WE V of power <K and q, p <q E P such that 
q I,“& n A, G W”. Let W = {i < t_~ :the atomic conditions [i E &] and [i E API 
belong to p}. 
Now W has power <K, as the number of atomic conditions of the zero kind 
which belong to p is <K. By the definition of P, q = p U{.& fl A, G W} belongs 
to p, and it is not hard to see that q I,“& rl A, E W” (in fact, equality is forced). 
Requirement c: Use the proof of (e) for A = K, in its notation, if 6 EN,, then 
letting i = sup(l\l, n 6), clearly cf i = A, p*Il-, “i E C is a club of 6” for every 
CENT, and p* ~p*U{[iEAJ}EP. 
Requirement d: R is K-COr@!te, and satisfies the (p<Ic)+-c.c., JP( S ~.L<‘I. Trivial. 
Requirement e: This is the main point. We prove a kind of properness. Let x 
be a large enough regular cardinal, <* a well-ordering of H(X). By (d) w.1.o.g. 
A 2 K. 
Suppose p E P, B a P-name, p Il-, “IBI =G A, B cord” so for some P-names of 
ordinals pi (i <A), p It-B G {pi : i <A}. Suppose (N, : i <A) is an increasing sequ- 
ence of elementary submodels of (H(X), E, <*) each of power A, (Ni : j < i) E Ni+rr 
and every subset of Ni of power <A belongs, to Ni. Lastly assume that B, pi E No. 
Let ho, h, be the <*-first pair of functions from A to A such that i # 0 3 h,(i) < i 
and for every i,,, ir <A, for some i <A, h,(i) = i0 < i, h,(i) = ir < i; so h,,, hr E No. 
Let (($, qj, ri): j <A) be the <*-first list of the triples (y, q, r> E Ni, y a P-name of 
an ordinal, q, r E P, q S r and r = r/A. 
Now we define by induction on i <A, conditions pi, qi, pi, such that 
(A) p = po = qo, for j < i, pi =S pi s pi, and pi Sqi and pi/A = PO/A. 
(B) Pi, qi E N+l, pi = pi Ui-4, n& c IN+ll nord:a, (3 ENi+l}. 
(C) For i > 0, qi is the <*-first member of P satisfying: 
(Cl) qi 3pj for j<i. 
(C2) If there is qi, qi >p; for j< i, qi is >r for some r?=qi#, r isomorphic to 
rk;{$A above q$# and qi forces a value for r$$i, then qi is like that, qi EN~+~. 
(D) pi is ~oU(qi r (&al). 
It is easy to see that this can be done. 
Let p* =UiLx pi, and by (A), psp*~P. Let Nh =lJ<, Ni, clearly (e) follows 
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from: 
2.3. Fact. p* is (N,, P)-generic, i.e., for every P-name p of an ordinal which 
belongs to Nh, p* kp “p EN,“. 
Proof. If not,forsomeq*,p*~q*~P,q*ll-“p=p*” andp*$N,.Let rfENh be 
isomorphic to q*/h over (q* (7 Nh) dzf q+. So for some i,<h, r+, q+E Nio, and 
w.1.o.g. p E Nk, hence 
(P, q+, r’) = (~2, qk, +/A) for some &<A. 
Now for some i > i,,, il, h,(i) = iO, h,(i) = il. Clearly by (C2), qi 2q+ and qJA, q’/h 
are isomorphic above qt (remember qf = qi:), as q* exemplified the hypothesis. 
We shall prove that q”, qi are compatible thus deriving a contradiction (as 
qi Il-“y+ N=). 
Suppose the contradiction involves [E E AJ, [E EAT], [A, n A, G W]. If e$ N,, 
then necessarily [E E A,], [E E API belong to q*, hence [A, fl AD E W] E qi -q*, 
hence 1 WI < A and CY, 0 E N,, hence for some j, 
[A,nA,c(Ni(nord]~pi~p*, 
so we get a contradiction in q*. So E EN,, hence the isomorphism from r to q*/X 
maps E to itself. 
Suppose [A, n A, G W]~qi -q*. If /W/S& then [A,nA,_cW]Eqispi6 
P * G q”, contradiction, so 1 WJ <A, hence [A, n A, G W] E qi/A E N,, but (qJA ( -=c A, 
hence qi/A c Nh, hence [A, n A, c W] E Nh, hence (Y, p E N,, WE N,, W G N,. As 
E, (~2 P E Nh 
so the contradiction arises already in qi, contradiction. So [A, n A6 G W] E q”. 
Suppose CY, p EN,, then again [E E A,], [E E A@]E qi, hence [A tl A0 G W]E 
q*-qi and c,(~,p~N~+i, hence [A,nA,s W]#p,. If (WI>A, by the definition 
of p[ and of p;<q*, clearly /Nit11 n ordc W, so E E W and no contradiction 
arises. So (WI <A, hence [A, n A, E W] 6 Nk and for some W’, w’ rl Nh = W n Nh 
and [A, rl A, c W’]E qi (see (C2)), hence E E w’, but W’ E Nh, hence 
,” [A,nA,E(Nj(n~]Ep* for some j. 
If W c Nh, then (as I WI < A) WE N,,, hence [A, n A, G W]E q+ c qiy contradic- 
tion. So W$ N,, so [A, rl A, c W] +! p*, but by the definition of the pi for some 
BcN,, [A,nA,zB]Ep* and IB\<A, hence WnBENk,\WnB(<A, so there 
are 
[A,T‘IA,EB’l,CA,nA,cW’lEqi, 
B’ n W’ = B n W and again we get a contradiction. 
So {a, S} $4 N,, on the other hand (Y, p$ N, implies that all the three atomic 
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conditions causing the contradiction are in q*. So w.1.o.g. CY E Nh, fig Nh, hence 
[A, fl A, G W], [E E API E q* - qi, so necessarily [E E &] E qi -q*. 
So there are pr, W, such that [E E A& [A, n A,, E W,]E qi, and E@ W,, so we 
get a contradiction in qi. 
2.4. Remark. (1) So if (in 2.2) VhGCH, then P does not collapse any cardinal, 
ll-~“2~=& for h<K:2’=h’, for A>K:2A=h++p”. 
(2) From the proof it is clear that the product of R with Easton forcing (see [2]) 
again does not collapse cardinals (if Vl=GCH), hence we get quite arbitrary 
functions 2’” (K, regular). 
(3) Does 2.2(e) hold for A = A <K = cf A? We have not looked into the matter. 
2.5. Theorem. Suppose V!=GCH, K < A < p. are regular, (V0 <A) f3<, <A. Then for 
SOme K-COmnlete forcing notion P Of power p, 
Ilp “2” = F and 2’ = A+ + Jo for A 2 K, and there is a graph 
(CL, R,) such that (A, R0 1 A) is a universal graph.” 
Proof. We repeat the proof of 1.1, with some changes which we explain below, in 
particular everywhere ‘finite’ is replaced by ‘of power <K’. 
1.2. We use here 2.2. 
1.3. The iteration will be (<K)-support iteration of K-complete forcing notions 
satisfying the K+-chain condition. In stage LY we will have a pair (Jo., &), %, a 
Pa-name of reflexive symmetric relation on p. 
1.4. In Q,,‘s definition (w( < K and (N,,i : i < pm) is an increasing continuous 
sequence of elementary submodels of (H(A)“a, E), I(N,.i() = (K + Ii\)‘“, cw c N,,i and 
so a E N,,i A Ial =S llNa,ill + a E N+ also a E N,,i+I, Ial < K + a E N,,i+,. Again we 
assume &(i+l)EA,, cf(&(i+l))= K : but now &(i) = Min{t < j.~ : [$ N,,i}. 
In (A) member of Q, has power <K and replace (B)(I) by: f,(i)=j where 
i <j, j E A&, and the order type of A&n j is >Ki but <K(i + 1). 
1.6. Note that D”p is closed under directed union of <K conditions. 
1.7, 1.13. Similarly for Ok, D,.,. 
2.14. (Crucial Lemma) In the induction there is a new case: limit ordinal of 
cofinality <K (when K > K,,) but then use ~-completeness. 
1.15. So we suppose (pi : i <K+) is a sequence of conditions in P,+l. 
As maybe K+ < pa, we can demand less on i(*)< j(*): if /3 ~Dom pica) rl 
Dom pi(*), then pi(*,(p) U pic&3) belongs to 0;. We let 
w = {j : for some y, iIf, = il E pjc*j(r) UPi(*)(Y)1 
and let w = (6(l) : 1< k} where here k < K (so may be infinite), S(l) increasing. The 
induction hypothesis is now 
(A) rl E Dz+I r, increasing, 
(B) r, = rp(‘)‘, 
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(Cl pig)’ s r, and p$in s r,, 
(D) p’)i 
G r, where pcs(‘)’ = {[i$Rangf,]: for some Pfa, i~A&nAb and 
(3i, s)([fa(i) = 6l E Pi(*)(P) u Pj(*)(P)) 
and 
Pi, 8)([fp(i) = 6lE Pi(*)(P) U Pj(*)(P>> 
but i<S(I> and 
1(3i)(i&(i) = il E Pi(*)@) U Pjc@)>I- 
In the definition by induction on I G k, we have a new case: 1 limit and we let 
r, = U r, U p$$)l U p$$” 
fPl<l 
(note that U,,,<( r,,, ED~+~ trivially (as r,,, is increasing) and rl(p>-lJ,<I r,,,(p) 
is empty). 
The first case, 1 = 0 is now trivial. 
So we have to deal only with case II: 1 + i. 
If K >w we have the following new problem. We cannot use downward 
induction {&,, : m < m(l)} as maybe m(E) 2 o. However if we can define by 
induction on m <m(l), rl,, = rp?i’E Dztl increasing, rr,m+l r /31,m forces a value 
Ra,,_ 1 ii : (Wfp,,_ (9 = il E rd. 
Now rl,mclj is not as we want but rl,mclj forces a value of 
Ra,., r Ii : (3Nfp,,,(i) = il E rd. 
Letting rp = r,, r: = rL,,clj and we can continue similarly to define rf, r& and their 
union serves the function served previously by qmcll, so we shall ignore this point. 
Another easy new point is the care for (D). 
Now we come to a more serious problem: defining rItl. If only one of 
Pi, mN.fp,,_(i) =s(Ole Pi(*)(PLm>), 
Eli, m)(Cfp,,_(i) = S(l)1 E Pj(*)(PLm)) 
holds, this is just as in the proof of 1.14. However (as maybe K+< /.L) maybe 
both hold. But the additional condition (D) solves this. 
Now in addition to 1.15 we should prove that Ps satisfies the K+-C.C. when 
cf 6 <K, but the proof is similar. 
2.4. Discussion (1) Can we make the function 2” as we like? Clearly if we want 
to have (A, RO r h) universal for each h <A,, then there is no restriction on 2” 
(h,sh), and in fact also on 2” (A + a h,). But if we want to get more (e.g., 
25 = K,+, for 1 s n, and we want a universal graph in each K[, 1 s 2” it seems a 
downward induction is in order, and things become more complicated for in- 
finitely many cardinals (but such problems were overcome). We have not looked 
into the matter. 
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(2) Can we prove parallel theorems for other first-order theorems T? Or even 
for other reasonable classes, e.g. the class of locally finite groups? (See Grossberg 
and Shelah [6].) 
A trivial restriction is that if T has a universal model of power A, then 
ID(T)] <h, so e.g. Piano arithmetic has no universal model in X1 if K1 ~2~0. 
Now in defining Q,, we can replace (w, r) E Q. by a model generted by {i : i E w}, 
and in fact demand that only (w, r) ] (Ai n w) are defined (for (Y <CL). Moreover 
in 2.2 (and 1.2, and first stage of 2.3) we can get 
(*) ‘%={A, nA p : a! # p <k} forms a tree, i.e., if a, b E ‘3 then a II b is an initial 
segment of a (and of b). 
This is done by a minor change in P (then every p E P, for the (Y’S it forces, 
specific members describe such situations. 
So in the end we have to find a model M, extending M, with universe 4, 
where M,, MO agree on A, (?A,. 
This applies to many classes, but e.g. not to the class of linear order (which was 
treated in [4]). 
Question. Is there a countable T which does not have a universal model in At 
whenever h + < 2’? 
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